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Title: Devil May Cry 5 - Alt Title Calls
Genre: Action
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CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Devil May Cry
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, AMD FX™-6300, or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 35 GB available space

Additional Notes: *Xinput support Controllers recommended *Internet connection required for game activation. (Network
connectivity uses Steam® developed by Valve® Corporation.)

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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devil may cry 5 alt title calls

TL;DR - It's an adorable sidescrolling racer that's a throwback to charming Japanese-made Playstation and Dreamcast games
visually. With cute-but-chunky 3D visuals, bright & colorful textures and stylized background art, it particularly recalls games
like Klonoa or Threads of Fate. If you were worried about controls or something, don't be. This may be simple but its well
made. Angel Express is just a fun, simple little game. And its a pretty unique spin on the platformer. If you like the looks of it,
and enjoy games like Klonoa, don't hesitate to pick this up!

What is this? - Angel Express plays like a hybrid platformer and "kart" racer. You can jump, double jump and use a dash if
you've built up enough juice to use it in your special bar. The heroine generally feels pretty good to control: she's speedy
enough, responsive, collides with the environment correctly, stops well, has a good jump & double jump, and a good bounce off
of targets. So with a solid feel under its belt but just a small group of core game mechanics, the Pickups are where some
gameplay depth is served up... though its still a pretty simple, pick-up-and-play type of game overall.
You race through a stage 3 times (for laps), picking up gems and items from treasure chests, while avoiding traps and enemies
(or stomping them\/using items to clear them out of your way). The levels are even destructible to a certain extent, so watch
where you're throwing those bombs ;) Every area has two unique tracks, except for the last area at the end of your run. There,
you'll find just one track, and you'll have to fight a boss. Angel Express also features a world map with branching paths that
opens up after you complete your first playthrough too; more on that in a bit.

How is it? - There's a nice selection of levels with varied themes, a cute little story (told through short asides between stages),
and multiple stage types. Some are straightforward "just beat the level before the timer runs down"-style challenges. Others may
change things up with environmental effects such as adding fog to decreases visibility. Several stages pit you against your rival.
Some pit you against multiple opponents, and then there are the bosses. The boss fights are not always races; you'll have to do
battle with some of them by avoiding attack patterns, gathering treasure chests and then unloading items onto the boss.
The progression is a little weird, as you don't have free reign on the World Map. You'll be run through 4 stage courses straight to
a quickie end. Then you continue that game, and head down the world map again, this time taking different branches throughout
your runs to see more stages and endings. Its kind of like Outrun, how that game would start in the same area and then give you
different end points depending on which forks you took throughout the race? That's how Angel Express' World Map works.

Any downsides? - The momentum makes it hard to slow down and actually land on 1-block platforms while racing, and the
collision tends to get messy in VS races when colliding with other players, and also on certain traps\/items - namely, the
spinners. I also saw slowdown whenever there were more than 2 messengers running. Heck, there'd be random, minimal,
slowdown during those 2-player races too, but its far worse in 3 or 4-player. Its like playing the whole stage in bullet time...
which is actually pretty okay. It just made it easier to react to, and appreciate, all the chaos going on during those stages,
honestly. Any little annoyances don't really equal frustration or even difficulty; you shouldn't have to retry a stage more than
once or twice to actually get through any of them, and the punishment for losing is... getting to try again. This may surprise you,
but this cheerful & colorful adorable game isn't big on punishing the player :P

Wrap up - That's really all there is to it. Fun races and challenge types, with a good little chunk of levels to play through, plus the
ability to make your own. This won't be clogging up your backlog; you'll actually be able to get through this in a few hours, but
it'll all be enjoyable. This is bright and cheery, with cute music and characters, and a solid, charming script (honestly, there's far
fewer misspelled words than I ever would've expected. Good work, devs!). This is the kind of game not a lot of people make
anymore, and when you pick this up, you'll be reminded of how sad that is. This game is a gem for fans of instantly fun arcadey
action and pure positivity.

------

Notes about the Level Creator: It's pretty good. Its kind of like a basic Mario Maker; you scroll through the stage and drag and
drop elements from a menu -- your tiles, blocks, traps, gems, enemies, etc. -- onto the grid to make your level. It's pretty
intuitive. The only thing that's weird to me is that there's no "instant test" option; so you have to Save it out, then leave Edit, then
go to Time Trial, THEN select your "Edit Stages" and pick it there to try it out.. Root Letter is visual novel with "adventure
game-like" gameplay.
You talk to ppl, gather clues, perform investigations (interrogations), but its still visual novel so you are mostly just reading :)
Investigation scenes are quite easy at begining but they get harder later on and some of them are quite challenge. But dont
despair, you can still savescum them:)
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I think story is pretty good, its mix of personal drama and ghost story.
Visuals are ok, nothing to write home about, but they are good and work well with spirit of this VN.
Voice acting is pretty good i think. I really like both Aya's and Shiori's voices.
VN has 5 endings. Endings are bit of letdown in opinion, they lack proper conclusion and more importantly impact. You wont
sit down and say "oh so thats what was going on" after finishing even the true ending.

My bigest complain is about how game handles investigation parts. Developers found inspiration in Phoenix Wright series and
made investigation parts flashy shouting contest.
Game is buiding up pretty good tense ghost story and then it throws it all out of window and gives you ridiculus interrogation
scene, where protagonist is shouting at NPCs until they break down.
I mean the interrogation scenes (or investigation how the games likes to call it) arent bad or anything, but they just dont fit well
with the ghost story spirit.

I really feel this game would be better of if it was less flashy and more serious. I am big fan of Kara no Shojo visual novels so
this was quite a dissapointment

Even that considered, i enjoyed the story and finished all 5 endings.
This is quite good visual novel, even if it could have been better.. quot;ultimate bull-♥♥♥♥ not even 1€ worth" - This guy play
the game 5 minutes. Just fail.

It is difficult and partly frustrating, but really interesting and realistic in the same time.. The story of the game was really cringe-
worthy. The puzzles themselves were fairly simple, such that the main levels were only ~30 minutes to complete. The art was
okay, but again the story of the game left me wanting to just be done and leave the whole time.. for less than a dollar (using
coupon), this is really a worth to buy game.
the graphics are good, lots of bloods are splattering.
there are many armors and weapons to buy about 10+ weapons n armors
about 3 map to play? i dont know i forgot.
you got a meow sound everytime you got a hit from the monsters.
good game.. 1st time i played it i thought it was stupidly hard , just tried it today and cant put it down its very xcom ish game
play is excellent ui isnt great but its not problematic

  overall this is a good tbs in style of x com with nice weapon upgrades and character skill tree worth playing
  lets face it there is never enough of this type of game btw it looks ok too .. 8/10 a game worth playing

  EDIT: OK some more detail. you have amunition that you have to scavenge its not rare but it depletes it also takes space up ,
all good im inclined to say the battlefield game play could actually be better than xcom take the price in to account forgive them
for poor voiceovers and money per hour its a winner. I really enjoyed MC:C and believed the project should not have been
abandoned as it was. However...

This game is too buggy. It has crashed on me five times already, three before even getting past the intro screens! The devs
should not have released this game in such a state. I'm requesting a refund. Shame on the devs for not being upfront and
transparent about this terrible buggy game! STAY AWAY - DO NOT BUY!!!

UPDATE: Hyper Kat finally admitted something. But I think most would agree that it should of been announced to the public
first, the issues facing release and NOT released MC:F, instead of meeting a deadline, which, by the way they didn't do because
the game is currently unplayable! To be proud of meeting a deadline instead of delaying UNTIL it is at least playable is not
thinking clearly. Just as, in my opinion, the kiling off of MC:C. I think Hyper Kat should of realized the public's attraction to
MC:C and taken a step back, and re-approached the project with clarity of mind. So how can there be trust?
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Good game. Nice Graphics just like a Retro.. Devs are gone don't buy the game this is the second time they have done this.. I
was fortunte enough to meet the creators of the game at the Grand Rapids Maker Faire. They were very nice and super helpful
when my five year old wanted to try it. I am happy to support some local devs.. By all means, if you enjoy hidden object games,
play this one. Artifex Mundi makes pretty decent ones in general. But this is one of their least inventive, and it's not one they
themselves developed, only published. It's short and simple and not very compelling, but it hits many of the notes similar to the
rest of their games. I completed the game, bonus game, and all of the achievements in under 4 hours. 5/10 from me.. This game
is a ton of fun! It can be challenging, but the adorable pixel art and delightful puns keep you motivated to hone your skills and
get better. The best part is that it's based on a true story! How many games can say that?
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